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Abstract. SOA is a core concept for designing distributed applications
based on the abstraction of software services. The main strength lies in
the ability to discover services and loosely-couple them with service con-
sumers across platform-boundaries. The evolved service protocol SOAP
and its accompanying standards provide a stable, rich and wide-spread
technology stack for implementing SOA-based systems.

As an alternative approach to design and implement distributed sys-
tems based on services, the architectural style REST gains traction, due
to its more light-weight and data format independent nature. Whether
REST is also suited for acting as a basis for implementing SOA-based
systems is still an open issue, however. This paper focuses on this ques-
tion and provides an analysis on the SOA-readiness of REST. Both, a
theoretical analysis and an empirical study of REST frameworks have
been conducted in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding on
this matter. The results show a lack of core SOA principles mainly re-
lated to the discoverability and the loose coupling of services.
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1 Introduction

The SOA (service-oriented architecture) [1] concept has become a prerequisite
when it comes to the design of adaptable distributed software systems. Based
on the notion of loosely-coupled services, functionality encapsulated in software
services can be discovered and consumed by service clients at runtime. SOAP
(simple object access protocol) [2] and its ambient standards have been for a
notable period the only technology stack for implementing SOA-based systems.
In recent years, the architectural style REST (representational state transfer) [3]
has emerged as an alternative concept for designing distributed service-based ap-
plications. The most common technological basis for implementing REST-based
services is the plain HTTP, what makes REST more lightweight and efficient
than SOAP and keeps it data format independent.

Although REST has advantages in simple service invocation scenarios, the
question remains whether it can still compete in settings in which an ad hoc
discovery and coupling of services deployed in heterogeneous environments dur-
ing system runtime is required. This paper investigates on this by examining
the SOA-readiness of REST. First of all, an accurate understanding about the
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fundamental conditions which arise when applying REST to SOA is necessary
for a well-founded conclusion on the SOA-readiness of REST. Since besides the
dissertation of Roy Fielding [3] no further specifications are available at this
point which can be used as a foundation, Section 2 lays the ground by recall-
ing essential properties of REST. The main components of a SOA, i.e. service
consumer, service provider and service registry, are the subject of a theoretical
analysis in Section 3. Evolved technologies are available to implement these basic
elements in SOAP-based environments. Along these lines, the availability and
suitability of comparable approaches for REST are investigated and discussed.
In addition to these theoretical considerations, an empirical study of distinct
REST frameworks has been conducted to explore on the current state of imple-
mentation interoperability especially in the light of automatic service coupling.
The methodology of the analysis is introduced in Section 4 and the gathered
results are presented and discussed in Section 5. The paper concludes with a
summary on the findings and gives an outlook on further research, development
and standardisation demands in Section 6.

2 REST

REST has been introduced by Roy Fielding as an architectural style for design-
ing distributed hypermedia systems. REST targets the scalability of application
interaction, uniformity of interfaces and independent evolvement of components
and intermediates with the intention to reduce latency, enable security and pro-
vide long-lived services. The uniform interface serves as the transfer protocol for
identifying, accessing and manipulating resources. Furthermore, resources have
different representations in terms of data formats which can vary according to the
needs of the clients. Thus, services are able to deliver content for human-driven
applications such as web browsers which use the data to render a web page. In
turn, a machine-driven application would rather consume machine-readable rep-
resentations from the same service. Data formats must be hypertext such that
humans as well as autonomous processes are able to traverse hyperlinks in order
to deduce the next state transition and action. Moreover, control data is used
to define the semantic of the response by specifying—amongst others—resource
states, error conditions and cache behaviour.

As being an architectural style, REST does not rely on any particular tech-
nology stack. REST does especially not depend on HTTP and URI as taking for
granted in many publications. Still, HTTP and URI are the most common and
widely used technologies for implementing REST-based architectures. HTTP is
stateless in nature and it supports metadata (headers) to define various con-
trol and status information. It is intended to transfer resource representations
marked up by MIME types. HTTP includes status codes to describe the seman-
tic of a response and uses URIs to identify resources as well as a set of methods
to determine actions, which makes up the unified interface.

Unfortunately, REST suffers from poor standardisation. Consequently, REST
services are largely misunderstood and often assigned to simple web applica-
tions. This is for instance reflected by RMM (Richardson maturity model) [4],
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which defines four levels to categorise the ”REST-fullness” of web services and
applications. Due to this lacking clarity of the term and its meaning it is also
questionable whether the maturity of REST has reached an acceptable level for
being SOA-ready.

3 SOA-Readiness of REST

As depicted in Figure 1 a SOA consist of three parties. The service provider offers
its services {S1, ..., Sn} to service consumers. To discover offered services a service
registry maintains a database of services’ descriptions. The providers attached to
a particular service registry publish their services by supplying a so-called service
contract, which contains all necessary information on the functionality of that
service, its interface and other constraints demanded from a service consumer in
order to make use of the service.

Service 
Consumer 

Service 
Provider 

Service 
Registry 

(1) Publish service by 
posting Service Contract (2) Query registry (3) Retrieve Service 

Contract 

(4) Invoke service 

(5) Obtain response 

S1 

Sn 

...
 Service Protocol 

Fig. 1. Components of a SOA

Besides the discoverability of services, the service registry in conjunction with
the service contract plays an important role in enabling the loose-coupling of
service consumers and services. This means that service consumers are able to
discover required services during runtime and to invoke such services without
the need of adapting and recompiling the consumer code manually. This is ac-
complished by automatic code generation capabilities which rely on the rules
and definitions specified in the service contract to generate the required code.
Enriched with a platform-independent service protocol, the whole concept al-
lows for the loose-coupling of even heterogeneous systems running on distinct
platforms.

3.1 SOAP-Implemented SOA

A SOA is described in a technology-independent manner and henceforth can
be implemented with any suitable set of technologies as long as the mentioned
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properties can be fulfilled. The most commonly used technology set is the service
stack based on SOAP, where SOAP takes the role of the platform-independent
service protocol (see Figure 2). The platform-independence of SOAP is achieved
by it being based on XML. Due to this prerequisite, the stack further consists of
other XML applications including WSDL (web service definition language) [5]
as the standard for specifying a service contract and UDDI (universal descrip-
tion, discovery and integration) [6] as the standard for implementing the service
registry.

Service 
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Service 
Provider 

Service 
Registry 

UDDI/WSDL/HTTP UDDI/HTTP 

UDDI/WSDL/HTTP 

S1 

Sn 

...
 SOAP/HTTP 

Fig. 2. SOAP-based SOA implementation

Thus, an SOA-based system implemented on SOAP and its accompanying
standards contains all the properties defined in the SOA concept. Note, that the
main protocol for transferring the service protocol messages is most commonly
HTTP. This raises the question whether SOAP-based services can already be
considered as REST-ful. In fact, most of the REST principles are also met by
SOAP-based services, including the client-server, stateless, cache and layered
system constraints. Still, the important constraint of a uniform interface cannot
be fulfilled. This lies in the fact that SOAP-based services are operation-oriented
which means that the interface is unique for each operation. REST instead is
resource-oriented and defines the same four verbs for operating on each resource.
The question arises, how a REST-implemented SOA then looks like and whether
REST and its available implementation choices are already mature and compre-
hensive enough to implement SOA-based systems.

3.2 REST-Implemented SOA

To ground a SOA on the REST architecture style, according standards and
technologies are required for implementing the various SOA components. As
further demand, these standards and technologies need to adhere to the specifics
of REST. Figure 3 illustrates a common instantiation of the SOA infrastructure
when implementing REST on HTTP.
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Fig. 3. REST-based SOA implementation

Instead of making solely use of a centralized service registry to discover ser-
vices with REST this SOA principle can be extended to support decentralized
discovery approaches, since REST services have the ability to refer to other ser-
vices by providing hyperlinks [7]. Hence, a client is able to start at an initial
(registry) service and henceforth discover a decentralized network of service re-
ferrals in order to find the looked for service. Figure 3 makes apparent, that for
some of the SOA parts no standardised technological deployment choice exist
yet. Especially the service registry and the service contract miss relevant stan-
dards and technologies in the REST universe, although a multitude of proposals
exist to describe a REST service in a machine-readable manner [8–11]. Still,
these approaches are yet in their infancy or not in conformance with the REST
constraints, so that further work is required in order to distil the best fitting
approach which may finally lead to a candidate for standardisation.

4 Empirical Analysis of REST Frameworks

In order to understand how the aforementioned shortcomings and especially the
missing standardisation impact on concrete REST service development frame-
works, an empirical analysis has been developed and conducted focusing on
popular frameworks in distinct server-side programming environments, includ-
ing Jersey (Java/JAX-RS), Play Framework (Java), ASP.NET (C#), restify
(Javascript/Node.js), Ruby on Rails (Ruby) and Laravel (PHP). The goal of
the study is to investigate on the processing of correct and intentionally flawed
requests amongst the frameworks.
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4.1 Test Application

To put all frameworks into a homogeneous test environment, the same appli-
cation has been developed with all of them, which consists of a simple service
that allows maintaining a to-do list. Entries to the to-do list can be created,
read, updated and deleted to manage tasks. In addition, the service also offers
information about the available actions by invoking the OPTIONS method. The
data model is a simple list of tasks with two properties: a string describing the
task and a boolean that denotes whether a task is still open. A client is able
to create a to-do item via the POST method by sending a task name either in
JSON format, in form of an XML or as a query string. The isComplete property
is initially set to false by default, if a new task has been added. Reading to-dos
can be performed by issuing GET or HEAD requests. With the accept header in
a GET and HEAD request, clients can choose the content type of the requested
resource. The PUT and PATCH methods are intended to update to-dos. Also
the entity body in update requests can vary between different resource represen-
tations. For removing a to-do, the service specifies the DELETE method. The
complete REST-API of the test service is as follows, given in URI Template
notation [12]:

OPTIONS /todos

OPTIONS /todos/{id}

POST /todos

HEAD /todos

HEAD /todos/{id}

GET /todos

GET /todos/{id}

PUT /todos/{id}

PATCH /todos/{id}

DELETE /todos/{id}

4.2 Service Invocations

The test scenario assumes that the service provider and service consumer know
each other and that no discovery step is required. The client is furthermore aware
of the resource path and the data schema as introduced in the previous section.
These prerequisites stem mainly from the fact that none of the considered frame-
works include any form of service discovery or service exploration.

The analysis methodology is implemented in a specific client that executes
the following test flow. First, the client adds a new task to the to-do list through
the POST method. Afterwards, it checks the availability of a certain to-do item
via the HEAD method. By usage of OPTIONS, the client gathers further in-
formation about available actions. Based on the gathered knowledge obtained
from the OPTIONS method and HEAD request the client inquires to-dos via
a sequence of GET requests. In order to mark an open task as completed, the
PUT and PATCH methods are used. Once a task is completed the client takes
it off the to-do list by invoking the DELETE action.
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The whole test scenario consists of multiple test cases which can be grouped
by the HTTP methods and one non-existing method EVIL as defined hereafter.
Each test of a corresponding method owns a set of test cases denoted with a
unique ID that starts with the first two characters of the method and a sequence
number. The ID serves as a reference for the test case. The whole analysis en-
compasses the following test cases:

POST Test Cases
PO.1 Regular creation: This action adds a resource via a supported data for-
mat (here XML and JSON) with semantically and syntactically correct content.
PO.2 Unsupported content type: This test creates a resource represented
by an unsupported media type.
PO.3 Content type and payload mismatch: This test issues a request con-
taining a mismatch between the specified content type and the actual data format
of the payload, such as a request containing, for instance, a content type header
with the value application/json while the body is XML-formatted. In further
test variations the content type is completely absent.
PO.4 Flawed content length: This test case observes the service behaviour
in case the value of the content length header differs from the actual size of the
body. Test variations assign the content length value a alphanumerical string or
remove the header entirely.
PO.5 Flawed resource identifier: This test examines the service response on
wrong URIs including e.g. typing errors and URIs including IDs.
PO.6 Malformed data: Requests generated within this test class contain mal-
formed payload data in their bodies such as a missing quotation mark in an
JSON object or an absent greater-than sign in an XML document.
PO.7 Unprocessible content: The requests issued by this test category con-
tain flawless headers and well formed data in the body, but encloses an unpro-
cessible data schema that is not in conformance with the service’s data model.
PO.8 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service with a
not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.

HEAD and GET Test Cases
HE.1/GE.1 Regular reading: These test runs perform regular GET and
HEAD requests with supported media types (here XML and JSON) specified
within the accept header.
HE.2/GE.2 Unsupported media types: Requests unsupported resource rep-
resentations form the service.
HE.3/GE.3 Flawed resource identifier: This test checks invocations on mis-
spelled URIs and non-existing resources.
HE.4/GE.4 Containing content: This test issues HEAD and GET requests
that contain content type headers and corresponding bodies which is actually
not in conformance with the HTTP standard.
HE.5/GE.5 Missing accept header: This test constructs requests without
an accept header.
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HE.6/GE.6 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service
with a not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.

OPTIONS Test Cases
OP.1 Ping *: The HTTP specification defines a ping functionality by including
an asterisk (*) to the URI of an OPTIONS request. This test figures out whether
this feature is supported.
OP.2 Regular invocation: The requests in this test case invokes regular OP-
TIONS actions.
OP.3 Supported media types in accept header: The goal of this test is to
execute regular OPTIONS requests including supported media types (here XML
and JSON) in the accept header.
OP.4 Unsupported media types in accept header: This test issues re-
quests with unsupported media types specified in the accept header.
OP.5 Flawed resource identifier: Requests generated by this test class con-
tain mis-spelled or missing resource identifiers.
OP.6 Containing content: The requests issued by this tests contain entity
bodies, although the HTTP specification does not define any usage of payloads
inside OPTIONS requests.
OP.7 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service with a
not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.

PUT and PATCH Test Cases
PU.1/PA.1 Regular update: This test executes regular updates via the
PATCH and PUT methods including supported content types (here XML and
JSON) with semantically and syntactically correct content.
PU.2/PA.2 Unsupported content type: This test sends resource updates
with unsupported resource representations.
PU.3 Partial update / PA.3 Complete update: This test issues partial
updates via the PUT method and entire updates via PATCH with supported
media types which are also semantically and syntactically correct.
PU.4/PA.4 Content-Type and payload mismatch: Requests generated by
this test class contain a mismatch between the specified content type and the
actual payload format.
PU.5/PA.5 Flawed content length: Intentional corruption of the length
header value.
PU.6/PA.6 Flawed resource identifier: These tests perform updates speci-
fying mis-spelled and non-existing URIs.
PU.7/PA.7 Malformed data: This test modifies resource representations so
that they become syntactical and semantical incorrect.
PU.8/PA.8 Unprocessible content: Requests that contain well-formed and
supported data, but it is not in conformance with the service’s data schema.
PU.9/PA.9 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service
with a not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.
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DELETE Test Cases
DE.1 Regular deletion: This test launches a deletion process of a single re-
source.
DE.2 Non-erasable resource: This test deletes a resource which must not be
deleted according the business logic (here an uncompleted to-do task).
DE.3 All resources: The intention of this test run is to remove all the resources
in one single request.
DE.4 Flawed resource identifier: Requests issued by this test class include
mis-spelled and on non-existing URIs.
DE.5 Containing content: The DELETE request generated by this test case
contains an entity body and a corresponding content type header.
DE.6 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service with a
not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.

EVIL Test Cases
EV.1 Regular accept header: This scenario tests a non-existing EVIL re-
quest with supported media types (here XML and JSON) in the accept header.
EV.2 Unsupported media types: This test generates EVIL requests with
unsupported resource representations specified in in the accept header.
EV.3 Flawed resource identifier: The EVIL requests contain mis-spelled or
non-existing URIs.
EV.4 Containing content: This test generates an EVIL request with a sup-
ported content type and a well-formed entity body.
EV.5 Unknown protocol version: This test case invokes the service with a
not existing HTTP version specified in the request line.

5 Results

The results gathered from the empirical studies with six distinct REST frame-
works based on the methodology introduced in the previous section are manifold.
In general, they underline the need for a more stringent standardization of tech-
nologies suited to enrich REST-based services with service properties known
from the SOA domain. By analysing the REST frameworks it became visible,
that the missing standardisation leads to quite diverse implementations, causing
incompatibilities, especially between system components deployed on hetero-
geneous platforms. This in turn means that such incompatibilities need to be
resolved manually, which requires the involvement of an experience REST de-
veloper. In complex settings this might even not be feasible at all, yielding to
constraints in respect to implementation choices.

The test runs show that when implementing the application scenario intro-
duced in Section 4.1 with the examined frameworks, the main discrepancies
appear in the usage of HTTP headers and the contained meta data therein as
well as the status codes selected to signal the request processing state back to the
service consumer (see Figure 4). As can be observed, the received status codes
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Consolidated View PHP Play Node Jersey RoR ASP

PO.1 application/x-www-form-urlencoded 201 201 201 201 201 400 No Response
PO.1 application/json 201 201 201 201 201 406 201
PO.1 application/xml 201 201 201 201 201 406 400
PO.2 Unsupported content type 415 415 415 415 415 400 500
PO.3 Content type and payload mismatch 400 500 400 400 400 400 400
PO.3 No content type but with payload 400 415 500 415 500 400 500
PO.4 Wrong content length 400 No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response
PO.4 Content length as String 400 No Response No Response No Response 400 400 400
PO.4 No content length 411 No Response 400 No Response 400 411 411
PO.5 Wrong action on resource 405 404 404 405 405 404 400
PO.5 Wrong resource identifier 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
PO.6 Malformed XML 400 500 400 400 400 400 400
PO.6 Malformed JSON 400 500 400 400 400 400 400
PO.7 Wellformed JSON, unprocessible content 400 500 400 400 400 400 400
PO.7 Wellformed XML, unprocessible content 400 500 400 400 400 400 400
PO.8 Unknown protocol version 505 201 201 201 505 406 201

HE.1 application/json 200 200 200 200 200 200 405
HE.1 application/xml 200 200 200 200 200 200 405
HE.2 Unsupported media type 406 200 406 406 500 406 405
HE.3 Wrong resource identifier 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
HE.3 Not exsiting resource 404 200 400 404 404 404 405
HE.4 Containing content 400 200 200 200 200 400 405
HE.5 No accept header 200 200 200 200 200 200 405
HE.6 Unknown protocol version 505 200 200 200 505 200 405

OP.1 Ping * 200 200 400 404 200 404 400
OP.2 Regular 200 200 200 405 200 404 405
OP.2 Regular with resource id 200 200 200 405 200 404 405
OP.3 application/json 200 200 200 405 200 404 405
OP.3 application/xml 200 200 200 405 200 404 405
OP.4 Unsupported media type in accept header 406 200 200 406 200 404 405
OP.5 Wrong resource identifier 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
OP.5 Not existing resource 404 200 400 405 200 404 405
OP.6 Containing content 400 200 400 405 200 400 405
OP.7 Unknown protocol version 505 200 200 405 505 404 405

GE.1 application/json 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
GE.1 application/xml 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
GE.2 Unsupported media type 406 200 415 406 500 406 200
GE.3 Wrong resource identifier 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
GE.3 Not existing resource 404 200 400 404 404 404 200
GE.4 Containing content 400 200 200 200 200 400 200
GE.5 No accept header 200 200 200 No Response 200 200 200
GE.6 Unknown protocol version 505 200 200 No Response 505 200 200

PU.1 application/x-www-form-urlencoded 204 204 204 204 204 400 500
PU.1 application/json 204 200 204 204 204 204 500
PU.1 application/xml 204 204 204 204 415 204 500
PU.2 Unsupported content type 415 415 415 415 415 400 500
PU.3 Partial update 400 500 204 204 406 204 500
PU.4 Content type and payload mismatch 400 500 400 400 400 400 500
PU.4 No content type but with payload 400 415 500 415 415 400 500
PU.5 Wrong content length 400 No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response
PU.5 Content length as String 400 No Response No Response No Response 400 400 400
PU.5 No content length 411 No Response 400 No Response 400 411 411
PU.6 Wrong action on resource 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
PU.6 Not existing resource 404 500 400 500 415 404 500
PU.7 Malformed XML 400 500 400 400 415 400 500
PU.7 Malformed XML isComplete=EVIL 400 500 400 500 415 404 500
PU.7 Malformed JSON 400 500 400 400 400 400 500
PU.7 Malformed JSON isComplete=EVIL 400 500 400 400 400 400 500
PU.8 Wellformed JSON, unprocessible content 400 500 400 400 400 400 500
PU.8 Wellformed XML, unprocessible content 400 500 400 400 415 400 500
PU.9 Unknown protocol version 505 500 400 500 505 404 500

PA.1 application/x-www-form-urlencoded 204 500 204 204 204 400 204
PA.1 application/json 204 500 204 204 204 204 204
PA.1 application/xml 204 204 204 204 415 400 500
PA.2 Unsupported content type 415 415 415 415 415 400 500
PA.3 Complete update 204 200 204 204 204 204 204
PA.4 Content type mismatch and payload 400 500 400 400 400 400 500
PA.4 No content type but with payload 400 415 500 415 415 400 500
PA.5 Wrong content length 400 No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response No Response
PA.5 Content length as String 400 No Response No Response No Response 400 400 400
PA.5 No content length 411 No Response 400 No Response 400 400 500
PA.6 Wrong action on resource 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
PA.6 Not existing resource 404 500 400 404 415 404 500
PA.7 Malformed XML 400 500 400 400 415 400 500
PA.7 Malformed XML isComplete=Evil 400 500 400 404 415 404 500
PA.7 Malformed JSON 400 500 400 400 400 400 204
PA.7 Malformed JSON isComplete=Evil 400 500 400 404 406 404 204
PA.8 Wellformed JSON, unprocessible content 400 500 400 404 404 404 204
PA.8 Wellformed XML, unprocessible content 400 500 400 404 415 404 500
PA.9 Unknown protocol version 505 500 400 404 505 404 204

DE.1 Regular 204 204 204 204 204 204 204
DE.2 Regular isComplete=false 403 204 403 403 403 204 403
DE.3 all 405 404 404 405 405 404 404
DE.4 Not existing resource 404 500 400 404 404 404 500
DE.5 Containing content 400 204 204 204 204 204 403
DE.6 Unknown protocol version 505 204 204 204 505 204 403

EV.1 application/json 501 501 404 No Response 405 500 404
EV.1 application/xml 501 501 404 No Response 405 500 404
EV.2 Unsupported media type 501 501 404 No Response 405 500 404
EV.3 Wrong resource identifier 501 501 404 No Response 404 500 404
EV.4 Containing content 501 501 404 No Response 405 500 404
EV.5 Unknown protocol version 501 501 404 No Response 505 500 404

DELETE

EVIL

OPTIONS

POST

HEAD

GET

PUT

PATCH

Fig. 4. Status codes received by the frameworks for the test cases
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differ amongst the frameworks for identical requests. This hinders the implemen-
tation of automatic code generation tools and loose coupling, due to the absence
of an uniform behaviour. Especially a state transition based on the control data
provided with the status codes is not feasible in an automatic manner across
heterogeneous platforms.

An interesting and at the same time important result is the fact that the
frameworks even when returning identical response codes sometime still are very
different in other respect. One example can be noted in ASP.NET when a re-
source is created. The response code 201 created is returned as expected, but
in addition to the URI of the freshly generated resource contained in the loca-
tion header, the response carries the created object as its payload as well. This
does not influence on the focussed SOA-readiness, but might raise other issues
in terms of data volume to be transmitted.

Some of the tests even brought vulnerabilities to light which might get ex-
ploited in DoS (denial of service) attacks. The requests for which no responses
have been received from the service are the potential attack targets. For the ones
listed in Figure 4 the communication channel remains open. Thus, an attacker
can occupy and block networking resource easily, by issuing such requests.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

REST is an established architecture style for designing distributed systems
based on services and offers in conjunction with HTTP a wide-spread and well-
understood implementation ground. It is less comprehensive as the SOA concept,
though. Crucial service properties such as the discoverability and loose coupling
are lacking for REST, including the related components and artefacts such as
a service registry and a service contract. Still, such properties are required in
order to enable the ad hoc usage of services during service consumer runtime.
In this paper the need for such technologies has been motivated and initial con-
tributions on REST-ful embodiments of a service registry and a service contract
have been introduced. Still, there is a bunch of research and development chal-
lenge to solve in order to enrich REST with SOA service properties. According
standardisation efforts need to be initiated and aligned with these developments
as well.

The lack of standardisation in the REST domain got also apparent in another
more elementary context. When conducting the study of REST frameworks one
observation has been that the distinct frameworks construct and process service
requests and responses very differently. This reveals that currently a heteroge-
neous system environment needs to be manually programmed and deployed by
experienced REST developers in order to assimilate the system components. A
stringent specification and mapping of the REST ingredients to HTTP is hence-
forth required, to lay the ground for a higher compatibility of REST imple-
mentations with less manual code interventions which finally forms the required
foundation for automated code generation and the loose-coupling of REST ser-
vices. Also, service security approaches require a REST/HTTP specification as
a stable and reliable ground [13].
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